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“The Hive” 

“The Hive” is situated in the middle of the prison, housed in a former workshop which has 
been redeveloped by prisoners (with support from staff) to provide a valuable resource for 
everyone in the prison.  
The Hive is open throughout the core working day, and at weekends. It has a number of 
different rooms and spaces and brings together a huge range of services and facilities. These 
include: a café (used by both prisoners and staff), a barbershop, Cancer Research charity 
shop (selling clothes and other items - this is a real highlight and works very well), a 
Listeners/Samaritans room, OMU and IMB drop-in rooms, and peer representatives and 
mentors from across the prison (who are also available on a drop-in basis).  

The Hive opened in late 2020. 

The Hive provides a single place where prisoners can get advice, guidance and peer support, 
and a haircut(!), when they need it, and without having to go through staff. The café provides 
a place to meet and socialise, while the charity shop is highly popular and valuable, and both 
provide a sense of “real-life normality”. 
In addition, most of the work of building the Hive was done by prisoners, either those with 
existing trades (giving them a chance to use them) or those in training (giving them a chance 
to develop their skills and gain relevant qualifications and work experience).   

The prison believe that this is currently the only facility of its kind (as of July 2022). 

We have no doubt a similar facility would be of huge benefit and excitement to other prisons 
and we would be more than happy to share our experiences in setting it up.  

There are set up costs, but (as noted) all the work done on the Hive was done by prisoners, 
supported by staff (much of it in their own time), keeping costs down and providing 
employment and training opportunities for the men involved.  

Contact: Niall McCormick, Head of Diversity and Inclusion – Niall.McCormick@justice.gov.uk  
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